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High-Performance Computing: 6th International Symposium, ISHPC 2005, Nara, Japan, September 7-9, 2005Springer, 2008

	This is the joint post-proceedings of the 6th International Symposium on High
	Performance Computing (ISHPC-VI) and the First International Workshop on
	Advanced Low Power Systems 2006 (ALPS2006). The post-proceedings also
	contain the papers presented at the Second HPF International Workshop: Experiences
	and Progress (HiWEP2005) and the...
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Love: A New Understanding of an Ancient EmotionOxford University Press, 2019

	What is love's real aim? Why is it so ruthlessly selective in its choice of loved ones? Why do we love at all?

	

	In addressing these questions, Simon May develops a radically new understanding of love as the emotion we feel towards whomever or whatever we experience as grounding our life--as offering us a possibility of...
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The Green House: New Directions in Sustainable ArchitecturePrinceton Press, 2005

	From the arid deserts of Tucson, Arizona to the icy forests of Poori, Finland to the tropical beaches of New South Wales, Australia to the urban jungle of downtown Manhattan, critics Alanna Stang and Christopher Hawthorne have traveled to the farthest reaches of the globe to find all that is new in the design of sustainable, or...
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Becoming Immortal: Combining Cloning and Stem-Cell TherapyUniversity of New York, 2002

	Expecting to relax during a routine flight home, I casually glanced through

	the contents of the airline’s magazine and practically suffered a heart attack.

	The first feature article was entitled, “How to Live Forever”! Believing for

	a moment that Becoming Immortal had been scooped, I tore through the

	magazine...
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If You're Not First, You're Last: Sales Strategies to Dominate Your Market and Beat Your CompetitionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	During economic contractions, it becomes much more difficult to sell your products, maintain your customer base, and gain market share. Mistakes become more costly, and failure becomes a real possibility for all those who are not able to make the transition. But imagine being able to sell your products when others cannot, being able to take...
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Learning Structure and Schemas from Documents (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011


	It was not long ago that database systems were revolutionized through the birth of

	the relational concepts and theory, which are now materialized in most commercial

	database management systems. It was then thought that data should be structured

	in a rather simple way to support the day-to-day business operations. This

	has...
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Drupal: Creating Blogs, Forums, Portals, And Community WebsitesPackt Publishing, 2006
The Internet is arguably one of the most profound achievements in human history. It has become so pervasive in our lives that we hardly even notice it—except when it happens to be unavailable! It's one of those things that make you sit back and wonder how people got along without it in the old days. Without the ability to surf the Internet to...
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Integration of Alternative Sources of EnergyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Our goal in writing this book was to discuss the ‘‘electrical side’’ of alternative energy sources. From the beginning, we felt that this approach would be a challenge that would be very difficult to fulfill. Most of the current technical work explores just one or two types of alternative energy sources, but the integration...
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53: Scientific Foundations of Clinical Practice: Part II, An Issue of Pediatric Clinics, 1e (The Clinics: Internal Medicine)Saunders, 2006

	In the last decade, the delineation of the human genome and the development of high throughput genomics and proteomics have transformed the practice of Pediatrics. The study of normal childhood growth and development, and pediatric diseases now focuses on the delineation of normal and abnormal gene expression, resultant cellular and organ...
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Spoken Multimodal Human-Computer Dialogue in Mobile Environments (Text, Speech and Language Technology)Springer, 2005
The ongoing migration of computing and information access from stationary environments to mobile computing devices for eventual use in mobile environments, such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), tablet PCs, next generation mobile phones, and in-car driver assistance systems, poses critical challenges for natural human-computer interaction....
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Electromagnetic Fields: Restrictions and ApproximationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003


	The subject of this book falls within the scope of three disciplines – the antennas theory, highfrequency

	electrodynamics and mathematical physics. There are problems in which these

	disciplines are fundamentally connected. They are the inverse problems of the high-frequency

	field theory, more precisely – the connection...
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53: Scientific Foundations of Clinical Practice: Part I, An Issue of Pediatric Clinics, 1e (The Clinics: Internal Medicine)Saunders, 2006

	In the last decade, the delineation of the human genome and the development of high throughput genomics and proteomics have transformed the practice of Pediatrics. The study of normal childhood growth and development, and pediatric diseases now focuses on the delineation of normal and abnormal gene expression, resultant cellular and organ...
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